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INTRODUCTION. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Investigations of atom and molecule emission from the surface and the surface layers of solids into
vacuum under different impacts have been carried out for many decades (methods and statement of
some of them are reviewed in [1–9]). But only during recent 30–40 years, due to scientific and technical
achievements in obtaining and diagnostics of vacuum, it has become possible to develop methods
and equipment for obtaining information on the qualitative and quantitative content of various gas
impurities in compact and porous solids (e.g., hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor, hydrocarbon
gas, CO2, CO, etc.), which are adsorbed on the surface and dissolved in the surface layer and bulk.
These impurities release from heated or irradiated (by ions or electrons) materials in the form of atoms
and molecules, and are detected by mass-spectrometry. In particular, it was revealed that using radiation
exposure, controlling the hydrogen concentration in bulk solids, it is possible to create nonequilibrium
thermodynamic systems that cannot be synthesized by traditional methods [10–12]. These problems
have become urgent in recent years to researchers in different scientific areas [10, 14–16] because this
allows one to achieve deep, controlled restructuring of metals and alloys on their different structure levels
[10, 13].

Actively absorbing the irradiation energy, the electronic subsystem of MeHx alloys transits to excited
state. Since the frequency of collective oscillations of the hydrogen subsystem is outside the phonon
spectrum of the metal crystalline lattice, its relaxation is hindered. Exposed to the electron beam in the
subthreshold range, hydrogen atoms begin to actively migrate through the bulk crystal and go outside.
This evidences manifestation of collective properties by the internal hydrogen metal atmosphere and
is represented in a number of nonlinear effects, in particular, in the dependences of the release rate,
diffusion coefficients, energy of hydrogen (deuterium) atoms on the density and energy of the exciting
electron beam, or X-ray quanta. It was found that the hydrogen subsystem, preserving for a long time
the supplied energy on the time scale of electronic relaxation in metals, is able to stimulate processes of
rapid diffusion, nonequilibrium hydrogen escape under irradiation [11, 13].

The goal of the present work: Based on investigation of hydrogen (deuterium) release from metals
under ionizing radiation in the subthreshold range, to determine the optimal conditions of dehydroge-
nization and consider the model of hydrogen release from metals, investigate the possibility of release of
nuclear reaction products, in particular, protons and alpha particles, and also to study the mechanism of
energy transfer from hydrogen to nuclear subsystem.

Contrary to the known models of electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) [1, 2], which normally use
electron energies from 0.5 to several keV, in the present work we consider not only the processes
of hydrogen molecule formation and detachment from metal surfaces, but also processes stimulating
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hydrogen diffusion from the bulk specimen, because the investigated energies amount to dozens of keV.
At such energies, the depth of electron penetration into metals is several micrometers. In addition,
the experiment shows that dehydrogenization at such energies occurs from the whole volume of a
bulk specimen. By the bulk specimens we mean specimens whose sizes exceed by one–two orders of
magnitude the sizes of electron beam cross-section. The considered model of radiation-stimulated gas
release (RSG) is, probably, the first attempt to describe jointly the electron-stimulated diffusion and
desorption of hydrogen (deuterium), and also nuclear reactions that accompany these processes.

Mechanisms of Hydrogen Migration under Ionizing Radiation

In metals, hydrogen can present in concentrations of ≥ 1019 cm3 and higher, saturating split bonds,
trapped by point defects, dislocations, and microcavities. Under exposure to ionizing radiation with
energy under the defect formation threshold (subthreshold region), there can occur separation of hydro-
gen atoms from dislocation [18, 19], radiation-stimulated hydrogen desorption from grain boundaries
[20], and nonequilibrium molecular hydrogen dissociation in microcavities [21]. Atomic hydrogen is
extremely mobile in metals, performing to 1012 jumps per second (at T = 300 K), which is higher by
15–20 orders of magnitude than mobility of heavy impurities at the same temperatures [22]. In addition,
under irradiation, the local frequencies of H-bonds lie outside the phonon spectrum of crystals, and
during relaxation have to generate 3–5 phonons at once or transfer energy by the dipole (quadrupole)–
charge mechanism to the electronic subsystem of solid [23]. The rate of such processes is 107–1010 s−1,
and before the excitation relaxation the H-bond is able to perform 105–106 oscillations. Such a state
of the hydrogen subsystem provides favorable conditions for vibrational-translational exchange (V -
T exchange), nonequilibrium redistribution, and hydrogen release from a solid under irradiation. For
this reason, even in metals with fast relaxation in the electronic subsystem (τ ≤ 10−13 ÷ 10−14 s), the
presence of light hydrogen atoms provides conditions for temporal energy accumulation and stimulates
migration of hydrogen and other impurity atoms. The electronic states of core atoms, excited by primary
radiation, ensure energy transfer to the vibrational degrees of freedom of the internal H-subsystem. In
these conditions, hydrogen displacement from localization sites becomes thermally nonequilibrium and
is stimulated not by the energy of thermal phonons, kT , but by the long-life nonequilibrium vibrational
excitations energy �ω of the hydrogen subsystem. The nonequilibrium degree (�ω/kT ) and the lifetime
of the excited hydrogen subsystem in metals can be high and sufficient for stimulation of nonequilibrium
diffusion and release of hydrogen and deuterium from metals under irradiation.

One more cause of the nonequilibrium hydrogen (deuterium) escape into vacuum under irradiation
from a metal saturated with H and D atoms is effective lowering of the potential barrier on the way of
H+ and D+ release from bulk metal onto the surface and their neutralization, and also acceleration of
the recombination of H and D atoms into molecules and the nonequilibrium molecule desorption under
electron beam exposure. A manifestation of this effect is release of all H and D atoms from the entire
metal volume under irradiating only a local surface region with an area much smaller than that of the
entire specimen.

1. EXPERIMENTS

1.1. The Method of Mass-Spectrometry Analysis of Desorption from Hydrogenated
Metals and Investigation of Nonequilibrium Deuterium Migration through Metals.

Setup for in situ Investigations

The setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Electrolythic hydrogenation was performed under the following conditions: stainless steel—1 hour,

j = 1 A/cm2; niobium—1 hour, j = 100 mA/cm2; palladium—30 min, j = 1–100 mA/cm2. The
analyzed specimens in a vacuum cell were placed on a copper thermowire. The temperature was
measured on the outer side of the specimen exposed to the electron beam and on the backside that was
in contact with the copper substrate. It is possible to obtain reproducible experimental results on gas
release by preserving identical conditions in the state of the surface. For this purpose, before electrolysis,
the specimen surface was cleaned from impurities in UFH charge plasma at 40◦C, a total pressure of the
H + H2 mixture of about 10 Pa, and plasma dissociation of ≈ 10% during 20 min. Before electrolysis,
the specimens were annealed in vacuum until termination of gas release, which was controlled by mass
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Fig. 1. A schematic cell for studying in situ processes of nonequilibrium hydrogen and deuterium migration in metals:
1—holder, 2—electrolysis cup, 3—device for measuring the electron beam current and X-ray generation, 4—vacuum
current leads, 5, 6—thermocouples, 7—flow refrigerator, 8—specimen, 9–platinum electrode, 10—electrolyte, 11—
mass spectrometer, 12—electron gun, 13—tungsten foil, 14—electron beam, 15—electrolyzer power supply.

spectrometry. After electrolytic hydrogenation of the specimens, their surface was again processed in
low-temperature hydrogen RF discharge plasma.

The processes of stimulated deuterium release from metals were studied on specimens that were
preliminary saturated during electrolysis in alkaline electrolytes: 0.1N solution of LiOD in heavy water
and H2O + D2O mixture. The setup in Fig. 1 makes it possible to combine the stage of metal saturation
with hydrogen (deuterium) in the electrolytic cell and the stage of hydrogen (deuterium) release from
metal under exposure to electron beam or X-ray in the vacuum chamber connected to the radiation
source and the mass spectrometer. The cause was that in the case of separate saturation of the specimen
in the electrolytic cell, its evacuation into atmosphere, insertion of the metal saturated with H, D
atoms into the vacuum cell is inevitably accompanied by uncontrollable adsorption of particles of the
gas atmosphere on the specimen and by formation of composite films on the surface of the material.
Moreover, vacuum pumping of the cell with the metal specimen saturated with hydrogen (deuterium)
can lead to uncontrollable evacuation of some part of injected hydrogen (deuterium) from the material
under investigation. The study of the nonequilibrium hydrogen release from metals under irradiation
gives in any case information on hydrogen release only from the surface and only indirectly on the
hydrogen migration through the metal volume. At the same time, the fact of hydrogen penetrability
of materials is of obvious interest. The mentioned problems arising in a standard method of studying the
processes of nonequilibrium migration and release of hydrogen and deuterium from metals are eliminated
by the cell for electrolytic saturation of metals with H and D atoms with emission of H and D atoms
directly into the measurement vacuum chamber (Fig. 1). If necessary, emission of H and D atoms could
be stimulated by accelerated electrons (E = 1–100 keV, je = 1–150 μA/cm2) or by X-rays (Ex = 1.0–
100 keV, jx = 1013–1015 quant/(cm2·s)). The cell makes it possible to immediately observe electrolytic
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saturation of metal specimens with hydrogen (deuterium), migration of hydrogen (deuterium) through
metal, and release into vacuum. A time-of-flight mass spectrometer detects the H and D atoms. As
the specimens to be saturated we used Pd 0.1 mm thick; Ti, 0.05 mm thick; and Nb, 0.1 mm thick.
The electron beam from the gun can be directed and focused onto the saturated specimen or can be
transformed into an X-ray beam after transiting through the tungsten plate placed across the electron
beam trajectory. In addition, the setup enables mass spectrometry measurements of the rate of deuterium
release from metal under simultaneous action of electron beam and linear heating.

1.2. The Method of Studying the Nonequilibrium Atomic Hydrogen Release
from Metals under Radiation Exposure

The mass spectrometry method, the recoil nucleus method, being highly sensitive, do not allow one
to answer the questions of principal: does hydrogen emit under local irradiation from the entire specimen
surface or from the site irradiated by the beam? The mentioned problems were solved by means of a
method of visualizing emission of H, D atoms, using deposited dies. It is possible to observe emission of
hydrogen atoms from metals under irradiation [24] using the effects of heterodyne chemiluminescence
and the effect of bleaching of some kinds of organic dies deposited onto a catalytic substrate [25]. In
order to prevent effects associated with X-ray and cathodoluminescent glow [1], we chose a method of
visualizing the emission of H, D atoms, using appropriate dies.

1.3. The Method of Studying the Nuclear Reaction Yield under Electron and X-Ray Irradiation

In order to understand what energy can deuterium atoms accumulate under irradiation, in particular,
whether it is sufficient for nuclear reactions, authors of [26, 27] investigated the yield of nuclear reaction
products under exposure to 30 keV electrons for specimens of palladium and titanium saturated with
deuterium. Plastic track detectors CR-39 (RadTrak) performed detection of charged particles. Two
or three detectors wrapped in different-thickness foils (Al and Cu) were used to identify the type and
determine the particle energy. The track detectors were preliminary calibrated by means of charged-
particle accelerators and standard alpha sources. Measurement of track sizes in the detectors, using
tabulated data on particle energy losses in foils, made it possible to unambiguously determine the sort of
particles and their energy at the moment of escape from the specimens.

Pd/PdO:Dx structures of 2.5 × 1 cm2 were prepared by thermal oxidation of Pd foil (99.95% purity,
50 μm thick). As a result, an oxide PdO film ∼50 nm thick was formed on the foil surface [28]. Then
the specimens were saturated with deuterium in 0.3M solution of LiOD in D2O with Pt anode at
j = 10 mA/cm2 to the saturation x = D/Pd ∼ 0.73. The Ti/TiO2:Dx specimens of 3 × 1 cm2 were
fabricated from titanium foil with a 300 μm thickness and the oxide TiO2 layer of ∼ 100 nm, were

Fig. 2. Experimental scheme: (a) electron irradiation (1, 2, 3 are CR-39 detectors, 4 is specimen, 5 is manipulator, 6
is electron gun, 7 is stainless steel substrate); (b) X-ray quantum action (1 is CR-39 detectors, 2 is specimen, 3 is Cu
(25 μm), 4 is Al (11 μm). The arrows show the X-ray beam direction).
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saturated with deuterium from 1M solution of D2SO4 in D2O at a current density of 30 mA/cm2

during 24 hours. This provided the average saturation degree x = D/Ti = 0.1 to a depth of 3 μm. For
investigating the effect of electrons on the yield of DD synthesis products, the specimens and detectors
were placed into the vacuum chamber of the scanning electron microscope (p = 10−6 mm Hg). The
electron energy was 30 keV, the current density was 0.53–2.1 μA/cm2, and the specimen temperature
was ∼ 50◦C. Two detectors were placed above the open surface of the specimen (at an angle of 60◦),
detector 1 was covered with Al foil 11 μm thick; detector 2, with 25 μm Cu foil. The distance from the
center of the electron spot on the specimen to the detectors was 12 mm. Detector 3 wrapped in 33 μm
Al foil contacted the backside of the specimens that were not exposed to electron irradiation. In the case
of investigating the effect of X-rays, the Ti/TiO2:Dx specimens were irradiated on an X-ray analyzer
(U = 120 kV, I = 5 mA, tungsten cathode) in the air; they were placed between two detectors, 8 and 9,
covered with 11 μm Al and 25 μm Cu, respectively (Fig. 2). After exposing, the detectors were etched
during 7 h in 6M solution of NaOH at 70◦C.

The distributions in tracks were analyzed at the P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, RAS on the
automated system PAVIKOM [29]. Only round tracks were considered (with normal incidence or with a
deviation from normal of < 10◦) for plotting the distributions. In these conditions, the total efficiency of
detectors 1, 2, and detectors 3, 8, 9 was ε = 2.6% and ε ∼ 13%, respectively.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

2.1. Emission of Hydrogen Isotopes Stimulated by Simultaneous Radiation
and Thermal Excitation

Along with the dynamics of the processes of deuterium release from metals exposed to electron
beam, we carried out mass spectrometry measurements of the rate of metal deuterium release under
simultaneous effect of electron beam and linear heating. The electron beam area (d = 5 mm, 20 mm2

area) was much smaller than that of the specimens (200–400 mm2) (Fig. 3). In spite of the fact that
the electron beam area is much smaller than the area of the whole specimen, deuterium releases at a
low temperature from the bulk specimen rather than from the region irradiated by electron beam. This
behavior of hydrogen in metals can be associated with noticeable decrease of the potential barrier on
the way of hydrogen release from metal into vacuum, including the processes of H+ neutralization
on the surface and H2 stimulated desorption. Probably, there occurs effective excitation propagation

Fig. 3. Deuterium thermal release from (a) stainless steel, (b) Nb, and (c) Pd under linear heating at 0.4 K/s: 1—
without electron beam; 2—with electron beam with the density (a) j = 500, (b) 250, and (c) 100 μA/cm2, E = 20 keV.
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Fig. 4. The temperature maximum position on the curve of deuterium gas release from palladium under linear heating
and simultaneous electron beam irradiation (E = 20 keV, j = 150 μA/cm2) versus exposure dose of electrolytically
injected deuterium, j · t (passed charge) (j—current density in electrolyte, t—electrolysis time).

Fig. 5. A scheme of the initial experiment on die bleaching in hydrogen (H + H2). Dies processed in H + H2 (D + D2)
UHV plasma: (a) initial die; (b) processed in H2 (D2); (c) processed in H + H2 (D + D2) plasma; (d) radiation effect
on the die.

in the hydrogen subsystem of metals over the whole specimen volume. This result is confirmed by
nonequilibrium release of atomic hydrogen and its isotopes from metals under irradiation. The linear
heating with simultaneous excitation by electron beam is accompanied in all the specimens by a shift
of the position of maximum deuterium flux from palladium to a low-temperature region. The maximum
gas release from stainless steel under linear heating without beam occurs at 180◦C, at 80◦C with the
beam; from niobium—475 and 350◦C, respectively; and from palladium—150 and 85◦C (Fig. 4). We
should note that in the Pd–D system, we observe noticeable shift of the temperature maximum of gas-
release rate of deuterium under linear heating simultaneously with electron beam irradiation toward a
low-temperature region as the concentration of deuterium in palladium volume is increased (Figs. 3, 4).
This result also represents collective processes of excitation of the inside hydrogen metal atmosphere by
electron beam.

2.2. Nonequilibrium Release of Atomic Hydrogen from Metals under Irradiation

The nonequilibrium release of atomic hydrogen from metals was investigated by means of visualiza-
tion in vacuum, using deposited dies (Fig. 5).

The slowing-down radiation from the beam was attenuated by a specially designed diaphragm. The
diaphragm consisted of a thin copper plate with a thick iron plate with a hole, behind it (Fig. 6). The
values of mass attenuation coefficients, μm cm2/g, by iron for Kα- and Kβ-lines of Cu are rather high:
302 (Kα1), 235 (Kβ1). The linear attenuation coefficient is μ = μm · ρ, where ρ = 8 g/cm3 is the iron
density (μ > 1800 cm−1). For the diaphragm thickness h = 0.4 cm, attenuation of the primary X-ray
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Fig. 6. A scheme of the initial experiment on die bleaching in hydrogen (Pd + D).

Fig. 7. A sandwich-like structure in the experiment with additional Cu-diaphragm, Pd + D, and the die.

flux is practically full. Bleaching of the dies by D and H atoms makes it possible “to see” the intensity
distribution of atoms emission along the surface. This was done by means of another Cu plate with holes,
which was placed between Pd and the die (Fig. 7). The sandwich was tightly compressed in order to
prevent side clearances between Pd and the Cu plate with holes, the die, and the Cu plate. The performed
experiment, along with the obvious result of beaching the die through the central channel, has shown
that hydrogen and deuterium release proceeds with low, but quite noticeable intensity through the first
channels that are nearest to the central spot, which are spaced from the central spot at 2–3 mm (Fig. 8).

We also observe weak emission of D and H atoms from the side of Pd, which is opposite to the beam
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Fig. 8. Results of the experiment on atomic deuterium emission under irradiation from Pd + D to the die through the
Cu-diaphragm (b) and from the not irradiated backside of Pd (c): (a) initial die; (b) upper die; (c) lower die.

effect. This is manifested in bleaching of the die in the form of Pd specimen. The die was tightly applied
to the “back” unexposed side of Pd. Bleaching of the die from the opposite side is homogeneous over the
entire area of its contact to Pd and has no singularities at the site exposed to the electron beam. More
prominent bleaching effects are visible on the lower die along the Pd boundary. The uniform bleaching
of the die from the unexposed Pd side evidences that the emission of D and H atoms does not depend
on thermal heating of Pd at the site exposed to electron beam. The emission of D and H atoms from the
unexposed side of Pd is associated with essential nonequilibrium in the internal D-, H-atmosphere. The
temperature on the upper and lower sides of a thin (d ∼ 0.15 mm) irradiated Pd specimen is practically
the same, which was controlled by thermocouples placed on the upper and lower sides of the specimen,
and did not exceed 100–150◦C in our experiments.

The most important result is that the nonequilibrium deuterium (hydrogen) release from the site
exposed to electron beam was experimentally proved for the first time. Of great importance is the fact that
hydrogen emits from this region not only in a molecular form, but also in an atomic form. In addition, the
electron beam, acting in a localized specimen region, excites the whole internal hydrogen atmosphere.
An excess excitation level is sufficient also for atomic hydrogen release from neighboring metal surface
regions to the site of exposure, which does not rule out more active nonequilibrium release of molecular
hydrogen from the rest entire surface of the exposed metal. In addition, we also observed weak release
of atomic hydrogen from the backside of a thin (d ∼ 0.15 mm) Pd specimen under irradiation in a local
area on the face side of the specimen.

Hydrogen release in an atomic form from the exposed Pd surface requires excess energy of ≈
2.2 eV per hydrogen atom, compared to hydrogen release in a molecular form. Hydrogen atomization
via pyrolysis requires temperatures higher than 1000 K. We knowingly did not achieve these high
temperatures in our experiments, which were controlled by thermocouples placed at the site irradiated by
the beam, and also by the absence of thermal luminophor quenching at the site irradiated by the electron
beam. At temperatures of equilibrium hydrogen pyrolysis, the luminescence quenching would be total.

The atomic hydrogen release at rather low (200 K) Pd temperatures under electron beam exposure
evidences strong disequilibrium between the hydrogen subsystem and the metal crystal lattice, and also
removal of the surface potential barrier on the way of hydrogen release from the bulk metal into vacuum.

2.3. Penetrability of Metal in the System in situ: Electrolyte–Metal–Vacuum under Electron
Stimulation in the Subthreshold Region

Upon placing the metal foil in the seal of a Plexiglas cup (see Fig. 1) and switching the current
in the circuit Pt positive electrode Pd-window (the second electrode is negative) we do not observe
instantaneous deuterium release into vacuum cell. The deuterium release becomes noticeable 1 h later
for 0.05 mm Ti specimens, 30 min later for 0.1 mm Mo specimens, and 1 min later for 0.1 mm Pd
specimens, at ≈ 200 mA/cm2 electrolysis current density in 0.1N LiOD alkali electrolyte based on
D2O and an electrolyte temperature of 40◦C. This corresponds to diffusion coefficients: 7 · 10−9 cm2/s
(D–Ti), 5 · 10−8 cm2/s (D–Mo), and 2 · 10−6 cm2/s (D–Pd) at 40◦C. The relative increment of the
density of deuterium flux through Pd versus electron beam current density ΔI(D, je)/I(D, 0) at different
electrolysis current density is given in Fig. 9. The dependence of ΔI/I on je is superlinear: the relative
increment of the deuterium flux density reaches 100% in alkali electrolyte at 50 mA/cm2 electrolysis
current density and je = 100 μA (Ee = 50 keV).
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Fig. 9. The relative increment of the deuterium flux density through Pd as a function of electron beam current density
(E = 50 keV) at different electrolysis current density: 1—50 μA/cm2; 2—250 μA/cm2; 3—350 μA/cm2. Alkali
electrolyte.

Fig. 10. Decreasing flux density through palladium at switched-off electrolysis current and switched-on electron beam
(je = 50 μA/cm2, E = 50 keV). Alkali electrolyte.

If we stop electrolysis, but stimulate deuterium release by electrons, the rate of deuterium release
from Pd decreases slowly (∼ t−1/2) in time (Fig. 10).

Electrolytic saturation of Pd in 0.1N solution of LiOD in D2O is accompanied by forming on the
Pd surface a dark film from the side of electrolyte, which contains primarily C, CH3, CDH, CH4, O,
OH, OD, CO, COH, COD, and O2. After 1.5–2 h work in alkali electrolyte 0.1N LiOD in D2O, we
observe Li emission from the vacuum side of Pd. The Li goes through Pd with a diffusion coefficient
of about DLi−Pd = 3 · 10−9 cm2/s. This diffusion coefficient was determined at T ≈ 330 K and electron
beam current I ≈ 60 μA (E = 50 keV). The measurements on deuterium diffusion through Pd during
electrolysis and the acceleration of this process under irradiation were performed also in acid electrolyte
(0.05N solution of H2SO4 in D2O). Figure 11a represents kinetic curves of growing density of deuterium
flux through palladium at different electrolysis current density. The time of attainment of saturation
ranges between 2 to 6 min and decreases with decreasing electrolysis current density.

Figure 11b represents dependences of the deuterium flux density through Pd in the absence of elec-
tron current at different electrolysis current density (curve 1) and under exposure to electron beam with
a current density to 30 μA/cm2, E = 50 keV (curve 2). Curve 3 corresponds to the absolute increment
of current density of deuterium release from Pd under electron beam exposure: ΔI = I(D, je) − I(D, 0)
at a constant electron beam current. The absolute increment of deuterium yield depends superlinearly
on the electrolysis current density.
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Fig. 11. Kinetic curves of growing deuterium flux density through Pd versus electrolysis current density: 1–500,
2—700, 3—900, 4—1000 μA/cm2. Acid electrolyte. (b) Dependence of deuterium flux density I through Pd on
the electrolysis current density without electron stimulation (1) and with electron stimulation (je = 30 μA/cm2,
E = 50 keV) (2), absolute increment of deuterium flux density through Pd with switched-on electron beam (3). Acid
electrolyte.

Fig. 12. Relative increment of the flux density of released deuterium from Pd for different electron beam current density
and two values of electrolysis current density: (•) 500, (�) 800 μA/cm2. Acid electrolyte.

Figure 12 represents relative increments of the flux density of released deuterium at different electron
beam current density (0 ≤ je ≤ 60 μA/cm2) and two values of electrolysis current density, 500 and
800 mA/cm2. The relative increment superlinearly grows from the level of electron excitation and does
not depend on the electrolysis current. The temperature of the electrolyte and the Pd membrane is kept
constant. If we decrease the electrolysis current to zero, then the dependence of flux density of released
deuterium on the electron beam current becomes linear (Fig. 13a). If after performing electrolytic Pd
saturation with deuterium we transit to a zero electrolysis current and switch on the electron beam
(I = 60 μA, E = 50 keV), then the intensity of deuterium lines linearly drops with time, at t > 30 min,
the D line practically disappears, continuing asymptotic approach to zero (Fig. 13b).

We should note that in acid electrolyte, the absolute deuterium yield from Pd is approximately three
times higher than in alkali electrolyte. The relative velocity increment of the rate of deuterium release
from Pd under exposure to electron beam, je = 40 μA in acid electrolyte, is two times higher than in alkali
electrolyte (approximately 60 and 30%). This result also characterizes manifestation of collective effects
in the internal hydrogen atmosphere under excitation. The obtained results on deuterium and hydrogen
diffusion in metals under excitation in situ evidence that there is no oversaturation and accumulation
of great amount of hydrogen and deuterium in the bulk metal. Accumulation and release of hydrogen
(deuterium) under irradiation from the surface contacting the electrolyte are much higher than from
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Fig. 13. (a) Dependence of the deuterium flux density from Pd at zero electrolysis current and electron-beam-
stimulated deuterium emission (je = 60 μA/cm2, E = 50 keV). Acid electrolyte. (b) Decreasing deuterium flux density
from Pd under switched-off electrolysis current and electron-beam-stimulated deuterium emission (je = 60 μA/cm2,
E = 50 keV). Acid electrolyte.

the surface that was not saturated with hydrogen and deuterium during electrolysis, that is, the surface
coming to vacuum. This result can be explained by high mobility of hydrogen and deuterium (protons and
deuterons) in the bulk metal and by existence of special heterostructures in the surface region that was
in contact with electrolyte. The heterostructures are microbubble and polylayer formations developing
when the metal and electrolyte are in contact during electrolysis.

The developed measurement cell has made it possible to propose a new reliable and simple method
for studying the hydrogen penetrability of materials and for measuring the coefficients of hydrogen and
deuterium diffusion through metals for other elements, as well. At that, diffusion of these elements can
be stimulated both by radiation and by nonequilibrium hydrogen atmosphere. In particular, we have
shown that the coefficient of deuterium diffusion through Pd substantially grows under the action of
electron beam (see Fig. 12). The new system validated the hypothesis on nonequilibrium excitation of the
internal hydrogen atmosphere of metals under irradiation. It has been experimentally shown that there is
practically instantaneously increasing release of deuterium from metals after activation of electron beam
in the conditions of thermostatted membrane from Pd and other metals.

2.4. Emission of Positive Ions Irradiated by Palladium Electrons Saturated
with Hydrogen and Deuterium

Irradiation by electrons of metals saturated with hydrogen (deuterium) stimulates nonequilibrium
emission not only of H2, DH, and D2 molecules [10, 15] from Pd(D, H), Nb(D, H), but also free
H, D atoms [16]. Since even thermally equilibrium heating of metals with an adsorption layer is
accompanied by emission of positive ions [16], it is natural to expect that the radiation energy supply to
metals saturated with hydrogen (deuterium) will lead to excitation of the internal hydrogen atmosphere
and can stimulate nonequilibrium emission of positive ions from the metal surface. The hypothesis is
experimentally validated. For this purpose, a cell with a positive ion detection sensor was added to the
setup (Fig. 1). The main element of the sensor (Fig. 14) is the irradiated palladium cathode (S = 1 cm2),
which was electrolytically saturated with hydrogen and deuterium (0.1N LiOD alkali solution in 95%
D2O + 5% H2O) during 15 min, j = 1 A/cm2. A collecting metal anode (S = 1 cm2) was nearby the
cathode (d < 8 mm). Ejecting (for positive ions from the cathode) potential difference from 0 to 600 V
was created between the cathode and anode. To prevent the effect of spurious electron currents in the
system due to scattered and secondary electrons, we used locking grids (S = 2–3 cm2). The grids are
under negative potential relative to the cathode and anode (0–103 V). The distance between the grids
and the cathode (anode) is under 1 mm. A moving-coil galvanometer G, 1 nA sensitivity, measured the
current in the cathode-anode circuit.

The electron beam current could be varied from 1 to 100 μA, the beam energy from 0.1 to 100 keV. To
prevent local heating of Pd under irradiation, the beam was defocused to a spot 5–7 mm in diameter. The
temperature at the site of electron beam irradiation was controlled by thermocouples from the exposed
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Fig. 14. (a) A circuit of the cell for detection of electron-stimulated positive ion emission from Pd(D, H): 1—irradiated
Pd(D, H) “cathode”; 2—collecting (protons) anode; 3, 4—gating (electrons) grids. (b) Current-voltage characteristics
of ion Pd(D, H) emitter irradiated by electrons. Electron beam currents: 1—2 μA; 2—4 μA; 3—6 μA; 4—9 μA; 5—
4 μA (irradiation with lower D and H concentration in Pd, compared to (2)); 6—X-raying of Pd(D, H).

Fig. 15. (a) Positive ion emission current I+ from Pd(D, H) versus electron beam Ie (dots—experiment; solid curve—
approximation I+ = aI2

e , where a = 2.7 · 10−3 μA−1); (b) positive ion current versus accelerated electron energy (1)
and emission current distribution in electron beam energy (2). The power supplied by electron beam to Pd(D, H)
(IeE = 0.3 W) is constant.

and unexposed sides of Pd and was not higher than 40◦C. At this temperature, the equilibrium hydrogen
and deuterium yield from Pd is insignificant, and there is no emission of positive ions [16, 31].

The mechanism of nonequilibrium release of hydrogen and its isotopes from metals is associated
with special accumulating properties of hydrogen in metals. If we take into account that the degree of
Pd hydrogenation is high and corresponds approximately to one H(D) atom per Pd atom, the energy of
plasma oscillations of the hydrogen Pd subsystem is

�ω = �e

√
ρPdNA

MPdmpε0

∼= 0.2 eV,
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where ρPd and MPd are the density and molar mass of palladium, mp is the proton mass, NA is the
Avogadro number, ε0 is the electric constant, and e is the elementary charge.

A close value of the nonequilibrium oscillation energy can be obtained from comparing the effective
and the equilibrium coefficients of hydrogen diffusion to Pd.

The nonequilibrium processes of H2, D2 molecules, H, D atoms, and H+, D+ ions emission are
characterized by excess of the corresponding flux densities of atoms, molecules, and current densities
of ions under irradiation over thermally equilibrium values of the corresponding quantities without Pd
irradiation. The specimen in the experiments was thermostatically controlled (40◦C). A considerable
nonequilibrium degree in the hydrogen (deuterium) Pa subsystem (�ω/kT ∼= 10 at 313 K) can cause not
only release of free atoms from the Pd surface under electron irradiation, but also emission of positive
ions (H+, D+) [31].

Irradiating the Pd by an electron beam with a 50 keV energy and the current Ie = 2–10 μA, we
observed emission of positive ions with a maximum current of 0.2 μA at a beam current of 10 μA (0.1,
0.04, and 0.012 at 6, 4, and 2 μA, respectively (Fig. 15a)). The current of positive ion emission drops as
the hydrogen (deuterium) releases from Pd (Fig. 15b, curves 4, 5). Curves 2, 5 in the figure were taken
with an interval corresponding to a charge of ∼ 10 C (∼ 6 · 1016 electrons, Δt = 104 s) through the
cathode. Growing emission current of positive ions correlates with increasing hydrogen and deuterium
intensity lines in mass spectra.

There is no positive ion emission under irradiation by electrons of Pd (D, H). Appearance of the
positive ion current is not connected with ionization by hydrogen and deuterium electrons in the gas
phase. In blank tests, irradiation by electrons of palladium not saturated with hydrogen and deuterium,
with hydrogen and deuterium in the residual gas atmosphere, does not cause detectable emission
current. The emission current drops nearly to zero at zero extraction voltage, which evidences low energy
of nonequilibrium emission of positive ions. A low emission current of positive ions is also observed under
irradiation of Pd (D, H) by γ-quanta emitted as the electron beam is decelerated by a 50 μA current
in a thin tungsten layer (W, d = 0.15 mm). The spacing between W and Pd (D, H) decelerating the
electrons did not exceed 5 mm. A peculiar feature of the obtained results is quadratic growth of positive
ion emission current versus electron beam current. A good approximation of this dependence is formula
(I+ and Ie in μA): I+ = 2.7 · 10−3I2

e . The nonlinear growth of positive ion emission current versus
the electron beam is characteristic for processes with participation of excited hydrogen atmosphere of
metals. The excited hydrogen atmosphere in metal leads to growth of both the number of H, D atoms
released from the bulk metal to the surface and the number of positive ions removed from the surface.
A combination of these factors leads to nonlinearly growing emission current of positive ions versus
electron beam current.

The dependence of the positive ion current on the accelerated electron energy and also the ion
distribution as a function of electron beam energy are shown in Fig. 18. The decrease of the positive
ion current with decreasing energy of accelerated electrons in the range of about 6 keV is not associated
with decreasing power supplied to Pd (D, H) by the electron beam. In the experiment, the supplied power
IeE = 0.3 W was maintained constant—as the electron beam energy decreased, the beam current was
increased.

2.5. Radiation-Stimulated Nuclear Processes in Palladium–Deuterium,
Titanium–Deuterium Systems

The present paper presents results of five sessions of measuring the yield of DD-synthesis products
under irradiation by Pd/PdO:Dx electrons. In four sessions, the average electron beam density was
∼ 0.53 μA/cm2 and the exposure time was ∼ 1100 min in one session. Repeatability of the results
is good; the integral proton yields in each session are in good agreement. With regard to detection
efficiency, the rate of 3 MeV proton emission from the specimen side irradiated by electrons, averaged
over the data from detectors 1 and 2, was Np = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 10−3 R/s×cm2, and Np = (7.2 ± 1.6) ×
10−4 R/s×cm2 from the opposite side, which is 1.5 times less than that for the irradiated side. In the
fifth measurement session, the electron flux density was increased 4 times, to 2.1 μA/cm2; the rate of
3 MeV proton emission averaged over detectors 1 and 2 increased two times. The emission of 3 MeV
protons from the backside of the specimen shows that the deuterium atoms, during electron beam
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Fig. 16. The reconstructed energy spectrum of protons detected in detectors 1, 2, and 3 during Pd/PdO:Dx irradiation
by electrons with 30 keV energy and 0.53 μA current density during 7020 min.

irradiation, receive energy not only in the region of direct beam radiation, but also in the whole specimen
volume. This fact confirms that the deuterium (hydrogen) subsystem in metals is excited by ionizing
radiation over the whole specimen volume. Analysis of the tracks in the background detector, which was
placed in the microscope vacuum chamber far from the specimens during the experiment, has shown
that the spectrum does not have significant maxima in the range of track diameters from 4 to 6 μm,
which correspond to nuclear synthesis products. The same result took place during long-term electron
irradiation of hydrated Pd/PdO:Hx and Ti/TiO2:Hx specimens.

Figure 16 illustrates a reconstructed energy spectrum of protons released by a Pd/PdO:Dx specimen
under irradiation by electrons during 7020 min and recorded by detectors 1, 2, and 3. The emission of
3 MeV protons is statistically reliably observed in three independent detectors, which unambiguously
evidences DD-synthesis in the Pd/PdO:Dx specimens under irradiation by electron beam.

Analysis of track diameters in detectors 1 and 2 after irradiation of the Ti/TiO2:Dx specimen by
electrons with a 30 keV energy and 0.53 μA current density during 2200 min, and in detectors 8 and
9 that were in contact with the Ti/TiO2:Dx specimen under X-raying (I = 100 mA, U = 120 kV, and
irradiation time 240 min) has shown that in the distributions the main peak is observed in the range of
5.0–6.6 μm, which shifts to the right with growing thickness of the coating. According to the calibration
data, the peak is identified as a signal from 3 MeV protons. Thus, the action of accelerated electrons and
X-rays on the Ti/TiO2:Dx stimulates release of 3 MeV protons, as in the case of the action of electrons
on the Pd/PdO:Dx specimens.

The reconstructed energy spectra of protons and alpha particles, which are emitted by the
Pd/PdO:Dx specimens during irradiation by the electron beam and detected by detectors 1, 2, and
3, are represented in Figs. 17a and 17b. It is seen that emission of 11–17 MeV alpha particles and
3 MeV protons is statistically reliably observed in three independent detectors, which evidences DD-
reactions in the Pd/PdO:Dx specimens under exposure to electron beam. It is noteworthy that under
the action of electron beam on the Pd/PdO:Dx and Ti/TiO2:Dx specimens, the energy of the emitted
protons is 3 MeV from both irradiated and not irradiated sides of the specimen. Therefore, the nuclear
processes run primarily in the near-surface region of the specimen, probably, at the Pd–PdO, Ti–TiO2

interface. This situation may be caused by a higher deuterium concentration at the metal–dielectric
interface because the radiation-stimulated deuterium diffusion in metals is much higher than in metal
oxides. Table 1 represents proton yields stimulated by electron and X-ray beams on Pd/PdO:Dx and
Ti/TiO2:Dx. The table shows that the yields of 3 MeV protons from the Pd/PdO:Dx and Ti/TiO2:Dx

specimens stimulated by 30 keV electrons are nearly the same.
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Fig. 17. The reconstructed energy spectrum of protons (a) and alpha particles (b) detected by detectors 1, 2, and 3
during Pd/PdO:Dx irradiation by electrons with 30 keV energy and 0.53 μA current density during 7020 min.

Table 1. Proton flows under the action of electron beam and X-rays on Pd/PdO:Dx and Ti/TiO2:Dx specimens

Specimen Detector no. Beam Coating thickness Detectability 3 MeV proton yield

μm % s−1 · cm−2 in 4π av.

Pd/PdO:Dx 1 Electrons 11 (Al) 2.6 (1.1 ± 0.1) 10−3*

Pd/PdO:Dx 2 Electrons 25 (Cu) 2.6 (1.1 ± 0.1) 10−3*

Pd/PdO:Dx 3 Electrons 33 (Al) 13 (7.2 ± 1.6) 10−4

Ti/TiO2:Dx 1 Electrons 11 (Al) 2.6 (8.4 ± 1.5) 10−4*

Ti/TiO2:Dx 2 Electrons 25 (Cu) 2.6 (8.4 ± 1.5) 10−4*

Ti/TiO2:Dx 8 X-rays 11 (Al) 13 (1.5 ± 0.3) 10−2

Ti/TiO2:Dx 9 X-rays 25 (Cu) 13 (3.8 ± 0.4) 10−2

∗Flux averaged over data from two detectors.

Under X-raying of the Ti/TiO2:Dx, the proton yield is higher by one order of magnitude than under
electron irradiation. This is primarily a result of substantially higher power of X-rays, compared to
an electron beam, and probably due to the fact that X-raying acts on the bulk specimen, whereas
electrons act only on its thin surface layer. Upon exposing the Pd/PdO:Dx and Ti/TiO2:Dx to electron
beam, we observe emission of primarily 3 MeV protons from both irradiated and not irradiated sides
of the specimen. Therefore, the nuclear processes take place primarily in the near-surface region of
the specimen, probably, at the Pd–PdO, Ti–TiO2 interface. This can be caused by a higher deuterium
concentration at the metal–dielectric interface because the radiation-stimulated deuterium diffusion in
metals is much higher than in metal oxide.

Thus, the emission of 3 MeV protons stimulated by ionzing radiation of Pd/PdO:Dx, Ti/TiO2:Dx at
the room temperature unambiguously evidences that hydrogen isotopes in metals possess the unique
ability to accumulate the ionizing radiation energy, as a result, the energy of deuterium atoms becomes
much higher than that of the array atoms, it becomes sufficient for nuclear DD-synthesis.
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2.6. Phenomenological Model of Radiation-Stimulated Diffusion
and Hydrogen Release from Metals

Let us consider a model of the mechanism of nonequilibrium diffusion and release of hydrogen and
its isotopes from metals stimulated by radiation, in particular, by a beam of accelerated electrons in
the subthreshold energy range. Occupying equivalent positions inside metal, hydrogen forms its own
subsystem in the crystal lattice, whose oscillation frequencies are outside the crystal phonon spectrum.

Upon supplying the energy by radiation, there occurs excitation of vibrational degrees of freedom in
the hydrogen subsystem. The atom diffusion in the presence of the excited subsystem of light atoms
can be stimulated not by the thermal oscillation energy, kT , but by the nonequilibrium oscillation
energy of the internal hydrogen atmosphere, �ω, which is much higher than kT in the conditions
of radiation stimulation. The oscillation-oscillation exchange can be effectively performed between
the impurity states and the hydrogen subsystem. In these conditions, the diffusion of hydrogen and
impurities becomes a nonequilibrium process stimulated by the presence of the excited hydrogen
atmosphere. Contrary to the electronic subsystem, the hydrogen subsystem is capable to preserve the
supplied energy for a time period sufficient for realizing the accelerated diffusion processes. Conditions
of nonequilibrium radiation-stimulated release of hydrogen are determined by its concentration and the
collective properties of the internal excited atmosphere. For this reason, the effects associated with
nonequilibrium hydrogen release must nonlinearly grow with increasing beam current and with the
injected hydrogen concentration, which is what we observe in the experiment.

3. THEORETICAL GROUNDS OF RADIATION ENERGY TRANSFER
TO HYDROGEN ATOMS IN METALS

3.1. Peculiarities of the Electronic Structure of Metal–Hydrogen Systems

The described models can explain the hydrogen atom migration (a low diffusion barrier), the energy
accumulation is due to radiation-excited hydrogen bonds. Nevertheless, these models cannot explain
how the hydrogen atoms receive sufficient energy in order to cause nuclear processes and to let the
hydrogen atoms overcome the surface barrier.

Analysis of the obtained experimental results shows that hydrogen atoms in metals can accumulate
the energy of ionizing radiation (accelerated electrons and X-rays), as a result, the hydrogen subsystem
transits to excited state in which the energy of hydrogen atom becomes higher by orders of magnitude
than that of the array atoms. It is surprising that the hydrogen subsystem becomes excited under
the action of ionizing radiation that primarily causes excitation of the electronic crystal subsystem.
Meanwhile, it is known that the excited electron energy transfer to the nuclear subsystem is least
probable in metals. The absence of a forbidden band and the presence of a great number of free electrons
lead to rapid screening of any radiation-induced nonequilibrium charge distribution in metals, and in
view of the highly efficient Auger decay, the electron excitation lifetime is substantially reduced (10−14–
10−16 s).

It is obvious that the key to understanding the mechanism of radiation energy transfer to hydrogen
atoms lies in investigating the electronic structure of metal–hydrogen systems and in revealing its
peculiarities that can substantially affect the process of radiation energy absorption by a crystal and also
cause the radiation-stimulated nonequilibrium hydrogen migration and initiate nuclear processes. For
this purpose, authors of [28, 32–35] investigated the electronic structure of the system of PdHx, TiHx,
and pure palladium, titanium. Calculations from the first principles were performed in the context of
the density functional theory by the linearized-augmented-plane-wave method [36, 37]. The exchange-
correlation effects were considered using a generalized gradient approximation in the form proposed
by Perdue and Wang, PW91 [38]. The chosen radii of MT spheres of hydrogen and palladium atoms
were 1.9 and 0.699 at. un., respectively, thus, the hydrogen atoms could freely migrate in tetrahedral and
octahedral interstitial positions of Pa face-centered cubic lattice. In the spherical harmonic expansion
of the wave function inside the MT spheres, terms of up to l = 8 for palladium and up to l = 4 for
hydrogen were considered. In the augmented-plane-wave expansion of the wave function, up to 120
basic functions per atom, were taken into account. At each self-consistent iteration, the Hamiltonian
eigenvalues were calculated at 40 k-points of the irreducible part of Brillouin zone (IPBZ). For
calculating the electronic state density N(E), there was performed linear integration of tetrahedra on
a mesh of 90 k-points in the IPBZ. The function N(E) was smoothed by Gaussians with a rms width
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Table 2. Lattice parameters (in a. u.) used in the calculations

Pd PdH0.25 PdH0.75 PdH

a (a.u.) 7.3512 7.5532 7.7100 7.7921

Fig. 18. The loss Im[ε−1
G=0,G′=0(q, ω)] as a function of momentum and energy for Pd along two symmetrical directions

of the momentum q: (a) (100); (b) (110).

of 0.14 eV. The imaginary part of the dielectric function ε2(ω) was calculated in an approximation of a
constant matrix element on a grid of 1200 k-points in the IPBZ. The results on the calculated electronic
state density for pure Pd and PdHx solid solutions [35] show that the presence of hydrogen atoms in the
Pd lattice leads to considerably changing electronic spectrum. For instance, in the PdHx system below
the valence band bottom, there appears an Hb band of bonding states resulting from hybridization of
H atom s-orbitals primarily with Pd d-orbitals, which is separated by an energy gap from the complex
of higher metal states. In PdH0.0625 (low H concentration), the peak of the density of states, which
corresponds to this band, is at a 7.7 eV energy, has a width of 0.5 eV, and a height of 0.07 state/eV. As
the hydrogen concentration grows, the peak increases in height and becomes broader: in PdH, the peak
is at a 7.7 eV energy and its height and width are 0.7 state/eV and 1.4 eV, respectively. The growing
H concentration leads to filling the Pd d-band; as a result, it becomes narrower and the Fermi level of
solid solution shifts upward relative to its bottom. Moreover, an additional band of Ha hybridized metal–
hydrogen states appears in the PdHx systems in the range of energies above 4.5 eV above the Fermi
level (EF). It is important that for the PdH system these excited states are separated by a gap from
the bound states, thus, their lifetime considerably grows, compared to the lifetime of excited states in
metals. Under radiation excitation of these states in PdH, hydrogen atoms are able to leave their regular
positions and diffuse in a nonequilibrium manner in the bulk specimen before the electronic subsystem
relaxes to equilibrium.

3.2. Peculiarities of Collective Electronic States in Pd–H(D) Systems

For understanding the mechanism of the ionizing radiation energy transfer to hydrogen (deuterium)
atoms that are at the specimen depth exceeding greatly the range of electrons, we studied peculiarities of
collective electronic states in metal–hydrogen systems. For this purpose, authors of [39, 40] calculated
the dielectric function ε(r, r′, ω), loss function Im[ε-100(q, ω)], and excitation spectra for Pd and PdHx.
The calculation of dielectric matrices εGG′(q, ω) was performed in an approximation of chaotic phases
by the self-consistent norm-preserving pseudopotential method [41]. The procedure and details of
the calculation are described in detail in [42]. In all the considered palladium–hydrogen systems, the
hydrogen atoms were located at octahedral positions of the Pa face-centered cubic lattice. The lattice
parameters used in the calculations are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 19. The loss function Im[ε−1
G=0,G′=0(q, ω)] as a function of momentum and energy for PdH along two symmetrical

directions of the momentum q: (a) (100); (b) (110).

The calculations for the loss function Im[ε−1
G=0,G′=0(q, ω)] were performed for Pd, PdH0.25, PdH0.75,

and PdH along three symmetrical directions of momentum q transferred to the system under external
impact (Figs. 18, 19). The figures illustrate calculations of the loss function for pure palladium and PdH
along two symmetrical directions: (a) (100) and (b) (110). The dominating plasmon peak changes in the
line Pd, PdH0.25, PdH0.75, and PdH from 8 eV (pure palladium) to 4.2 eV (PdH).

From the calculations (Figs. 18, 19) it follows that hydrogen adsorption modifies the palladium
excitation spectrum. The most prominent effect is observed at small momenta and manifests itself in
successive lowering of position of the dominating plasmon peak with the energy ω ≈ 7.2 eV in Pd to
4.2 eV in PdH. Excitation of the mentioned plasmons in the PdHx system is the main source of losses
of the external ionizing radiation after penetration to the material. On the other hand, the appeared
dynamic electron density oscillations, propagating through the specimen, spend their energy primarily
on excitation of collective electronic states with lower energies and a sufficiently long lifetime (of about
10−12–10−13 s). In addition, low-energy electronic states are effective agents in energy transfer from
secondary electrons, which appear in deceleration of the primary electron beam, to lattice oscillations.

CONCLUSIONS

The hydrogen and deuterium diffusion with a rate, which is noticeably higher than that of thermally
equilibrium H, D diffusion in metals, can run in the presence of long-lived, on the time scale, single-
phonon and electron relaxations of the oscillation-excited H, D subsystem in metals. The excited
hydrogen subsystem of metals stimulates the process of diffusion not by the thermal fluctuation energy
kT , but by the excess energy of nonequilibrium oscillations, �ωH, in the metal hydrogen subsystem
stimulated by external ionizing radiation. In this case, the effective diffusion coefficient and rate
Deff , veff exp(−Eact/�ωH), can substantially exceed their equilibrium values D, v exp(−Eact/kT ).

The nonequilibrium oscillation energy depends on nH, the hydrogen atom concentration in metals,
and is �ωH = �e

√
nH/mpε0. Collective properties of the internal hydrogen atmosphere directly manifest

themselves in the model of plasma oscillations of hydrogen isotopes in metal. The ratios of equilibrium
and effective nonequilibrium diffusion coefficients are equal (Deff

H /D > 1.4 for H in Pd). The growth
of plasma oscillation frequency with increasing hydrogen concentration explains the nonlinear effects in
the dependence of the density of radiation-stimulated hydrogen isotope flux from metals on the hydrogen
concentration.

The nonlinearity in the dependence of the density of hydrogen isotope flux from metals on the electron
beam current is explained, in the context of the presented model, by increase in the rate of hydrogen atom
release to the surface and by radiation-stimulated desorption of hydrogen molecules from the surface.
The more prominent effects of electron-stimulated nonequilibrium hydrogen proton release from metals
can be explained by a lower potential barrier on the way of hydrogen release from metal into vacuum.
This lowering is effective under the action of electron beam because the accelerated electrons are able to
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neutralize H+, D+ ions released from the bulk to the surface, and upon colliding with H, D electron with
an energy of several dozens of keV, the hydrogen atoms and molecules receive sufficient energy to release
from the surface into vacuum. The photons receive a mass comparable for simple kinetic knocking-out
only with an energy of ∼= 500 keV. In this case, the radiation penetrability of materials under study is very
high such that the excitation of the hydrogen atmosphere again becomes inefficient.

Thus, the absorption of the external radiation energy and, correspondingly, the release from hydro-
genated steel, niobium, and palladium depend on the microphysical parameters of the system elements,
structure (presence and thickness of the metal oxide layer), oxide layer position in the structure, energy,
electron beam current density, injected hydrogen concentration, and exposure time. Investigations of the
electronic structure and spectra of collective electron excitations in palladium evidence their considerable
changes due to hydrogen absorption. A local character of antibonding H-P states is observed. Therefore,
we have concluded that the electron density oscillations in PdHx systems corresponding to dominating
plasma oscillations are localized in the vicinity of hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen considerably reduces the
frequency of plasma oscillations of valence charge metal density. This evidences that the main energy of
the ionizing radiation penetrating into a crystal can be absorbed due to excitation of plasmons, which,
in turn, can be an effective mechanism of energy propagation through the bulk and primary localization
in the vicinity of hydrogen atoms. The latter leads to nuclear reactions with proton and alpha particle
release.
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